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Abstract 
Simson, D., Posets of finite prinjective type and a class of orders, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 90 (1993) 77-103. 
The main aim of this paper is to give a characterisation of finite posets J having only 
finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable socle projective K-linear represen- 
tations over a given field K, or equivalently, finite posets J having only finitely many 
indecomposable canonical forms of partitioned matrices of the shape (2.12) (with coef% 
cients in K) with respect to the J-elementary transformations (El) and (Ez) defined in 
Section 2. The characterisation is given in Theorem 3.1 in terms of the Tits quadratic form 
associated to J, in terms of a class of algebraic varieties with an algebraic group action, 
and by presenting a critical list of 114 minimal posets having infinitely many isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable socle projective representations. An application of posets of finite 
prinjective type to the study of indecomposable lattices over a class of orders is given. 
1. Introduction 
Representations of partially ordered sets (posets) over a field and vector 
space categories have long been recognized to be of great importance for the 
study of indecomposable representations of finite groups and finite-dimensional 
algebras, lattices over orders, abelian groups, Cohen-Macaulay modules and 
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combinatorics (see [ 1,7,12,15,18,19,26,32]). A useful role in applications is 
played by the categories I-sp of Z-spaces in the sense of Gabriel [6] and by 
the categories J-spr of peak J-spaces [ 251 defined below, where Z and J are 
posets. One of the aims of this paper is to give a characterisation of posets 
J for which the category J-spr is of finite representation type, and to show 
how peak J-spaces can be applied in the study of indecomposable lattices over 
orders. 
Throughout this paper K is a field and we denote by (J, 5) a finite poset 
(i.e. partially ordered set) with respect to the partial order 5. We shall write 
i + j if i 5 j and i # j. For the sake of simplicity we write J instead of (J, 5). 
We denote by max J the set of all maximal elements of J (called peaks of J) 
and J will be called an n-peak poset if 1 max JI = n. 
Following [24,25,27] we define a peak J-space (or a socle projective repre- 
sentation of J) over the field K to be a system 
consisting of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces Mj satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) For any j E J the space Mj is a subspace of 
M’= @ MP 
pEmaxJ 
and we assume that MP C M’ is the p-coordinate embedding. 
(2) Xj(Mi) CMj for i 
Rj I M’ + M’ 
is the composition of the 
Mi’= @ 
Emax J, p?j 
4 j, where 
direct summand projection of M’ on 
Mp 
with the inclusion map MT -+ M’. 
(3) Ttp(Mj) = 0 for j $p E max J. 
The definition above corrects that one given in [25] for two-peak posets. 
We denote by J-spr the category of peak J-spaces (or the category of socle 
projective representations of J ), where by a map f : M + M’ in J-spr we 
mean a system f = (f, )pEmax J of K-linear maps S, : MP + ML, p E max J, 
such that @pEmaxJ (f,)(Mj) cMJ! forall jE J. 
It is clear that J-spr is an additive category with the finite unique decompo- 
sition property. Moreover, J-spr is closed under taking kernels and extensions, 
and according to [ 21 J-spr has Auslander-Reiten sequences as well as source 
maps and sink maps (see [ 181). 
If J has a unique maximal element *, then the notion of a peak J-space 
coincides with the notion of (J \ {*})-space in the sense of Gabriel [ 61. 
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One of the main results of this paper is Theorem 3.1, which asserts that the 
category J-spr is of finite representation type (i.e. has only finitely many iso- 
morphism classes of indecomposable objects) if and only if the Tits quadratic 
form q5 : QJ -+ Q of J (see (3.3)) is weakly positive, or equivalently, if J 
does not contain as a full peak subposet any of the critical posets Pi, . . . , PI 10 
listed in Theorem 3.1. In this case the Auslander-Reiten quiver of the category 
J-spr coincides with its preprojective component. 
We recall from [25,27] that a full subposet J’ of J is said to be a peak 
subposet if J’ n max J = max J’. 
It is shown in Section 2 that the study of peak J-spaces is equivalent to 
the study of prinjective KJ-modules investigated in [ 171, and therefore it is 
equivalent to the study of a class of bimodule matrix problems in the sense 
of Drozd (see [ 171 and [26, Chapter 171). We also present in Section 2 an 
algebraic geometry interpretation of the Tits quadratic form q5 : QJ + Q of 
the poset J in terms of an affne K-variety of prinjective KJ-modules. 
One of the motivations for the study of peak J-spaces is the fact observed 
in [23,28] that the covering technique reduces the study of a class of non- 
schurian vector space categories (see [26, Sections 17.1 and 17.81) and the 
study of representations of bipartite stratified posets to the study of categories 
J-spr, and therefore Theorem 3.1 gives a criterion for the finite representation 
type for the above problems (see also [ 28, Section 51, [24] and [25] ). 
Our main result extends the characterisation of representation-finite one- 
peak posets given by Kleiner in [ 111 and the author’s characterisation of 
two-peak posets of finite prinjective type given in [24,25,28]. 
Another motivation for the study of peak J-spaces is given in Section 4. It 
is shown there that the study of lattices over a class of orders n reduces to the 
study of J-spr. The reduction is illustrated in Example 4.3. A diagrammatic 
characterisation of a class of orders of finite lattice type is given in Theorem 4.2. 
The main results of this paper were presented on the Sherbrooke Conference 
“IIF Rencontre de Theorie des Representations” in September 199 1 (see [ 27 ] ). 
2. Prinjective modules and a corresponding matrix problem 
Throughout this paper we fix a finite poset J and we suppose that 
J = {~,...,KPI ,... ,P,}, maxJ = {pl,...,pr}. 
Moreover, we suppose that the order relation 4 in J is such that i 4 j implies 
that i < j in the natural order. We can always achieve this by a suitable 
renumbering of the elements in J. Given j E J we set 
‘v J = {i E J 1 i 5 j}. 
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Usually we view the poset J as a quiver with the commutativity relation 
induced by the ordering +, and we denote by R = K J the path algebra KJ 
of J with coefficients in the field K. We call KJ the incidence K-algebra of 
the poset J. Given j in J we denote by e, the standard primitive idempotent 
corresponding to j. It follows from our assumption that KJ has the following 
upper triangular matrix form 
-K K12 . . . Kl, Klp, Klp2 . . . Ki,r 
0 K . . . K2n K2p, K2p2 . . . K2p, 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . *. . : 
_h...i Ci i...K 
(2.1) 
where Kij = K if i + j and Ki, = 0 otherwise. Note that a right ideal Y in KJ 
is simple if and only if Y is isomorphic to one of the ideals e,, KJ, . . . , e,,K J 
(CalledpeakrightidealsofKJ). The Cartan matrixC(KJ) = [cij] E MO,+,.(h) 
of the algebra K J is invertible in E, where cij = dimK eiKJei = 1 if i 5 j and 
Cij = 0 if i $ j in J. 
Finite-dimensional right KJ-modules will be identified with the systems 
X = (Xi; 
[ 171 [ we call the K J-module X 
mod( KJ), and t, 2 0. 
We denote prin (K J by modsp (K J ) the categories of gener- 
ated prinjective and socle projective right I], 
respectively. from that categories prin(KJ) and 
) closed mod (K J ), have Auslander-Reiten 
sequences, maps sink and have enough relative 
and relative injective objects. The category prin(KJ) is a hereditary subcate- 
gory of mod( the sense that gJ Y) = 0 pair 
and Y in prin(KJ). 
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A poset J is said to be of finite prinjective type if the category prin (K J) is 
of finite representation type. 
Assume that the field K is algebraically closed. We say that J is of tame 
prinjective type (resp. J-spr is of tame representation type) if J-spr is not of 
finite representation type and for every m 2 1 there exist functors 
$1) ,*.*, G(r) : indl (modK[t]) + mod(KJ) (2.3) 
forming an almost parametrising family for the full subcategory ind, (prin K J ) 
(resp. for ind, (J-spr) ) of mod (K J ) consisting of pairwise non-isomorphic 
representatives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in 
prin(K J) (resp. in J-spr) of K-dimension m (see [ 26, Chapters 14 and 
151). This means that fi(j) = (-) ~~1~1 N(j), where N(j) is a K[t]-KJ- 
bimodule which is finitely generated as a K [t ]-module for j = 1, . . . , r and 
Im@(‘)U...lJIm@(‘.) contains up to isomorphism all but finitely many objects 
in ind, (prin (K J ) ) (resp. in ind, (J-spr) ). If, in addition, every N(j) is free 
over K [t ] and all objects of ind, (prin (K J ) ) (resp. of ind, (J-spr) ) are con- 
tained in Irnfi(‘)u.. . UIm S(r) up to isomorphism, then we call fi(l), . . . , @cr) 
a parametrising famiZy for ind, (prin (K J ) ) (resp. for ind, (J-spr ) ) . 
Apart from prin (K J ) we consider also the category J-spr as a full subcate- 
gory of mod (K J ) via the embedding functor 
p : J-spr -+ mod (K J ) , (2.4) 
M H M = (Mj;jZi)l+j, where jni : Mi --f Mj is a unique K-linear map 
making the diagram 
Mi 2 M’ 
1x1 
1 1 
=J 
Mj EM' 
commutative. Following [20-22,24,25] and [26, (11.32) ] we define an ad- 
justment functor 
Q : mod(KJ) -, J-spr (2.5) 
J and by setting 8 (X) = (Xi )jEJ, where rP = X, for p E max 
7, = Im[X,L?!YZ!?+X* =x,, @...@x,,]. 
It is easy to check that 8 (X) is a peak J-space. 
is finite. Lemma 2.1. (a) The global dimension of the algebra KJ 
(b) The functor p induces an equivalence of categories 
p : J-spr -+ mo&r (K J ) 
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and the inverse of p is the restriction of 8 to moc& (K J). Here modi, (K J) is 
the full subcategory of mod (K J) consisting of socle projective modules [2 I,26 1. 
(c) The functor 8 induces a full dense additive adjustment jiinctor 
8~ : prin(KJ) --f J-spr (2.6) 
such that Ker 8 J = [ejK J- : j E J- 1, i.e. Ker 8 J consists of all maps in 
prin (K J ) having a factorisation through a direct sum of copies of the projective 
KJ--modules ejKJ_, j E J-. Furthermore, the jiinctor 8 J preserves and 
reflects finite representation type, and induces an equivalence of categories 
prin(KJ)/[ejKJ-: j E J-1 2 J-spr. 
Proof. (a) Let X be a submodule of a projective module in mod( K J) and 
let Pt --t PO ---f X + 0 be a minimal projective presentation of X. It is easy to 
see that if the right ideal ejKJ is a direct summand of Pi then there exists 
i E J such that j > i and eiKJ is a summand of PO. Hence we easily conclude 
that X has a finite projective resolution and (a) follows. 
(b) Let M be a peak J-space. Since obviously for any i E J the map 
(pri )pcmax J : A4i + M’ is injective, Mi contains no element of the socle of 
the right K J-module p (M) . Hence socp (M) is generated by AP C p (M) and 
therefore is projective. It is obvious that Qp (M) s M. Conversely, if X is in 
mod,, (K J), then the natural K J-homomorphism X --f pQ (X) is obviously 
bijective, and therefore (a) follows. 
(c) The first part follows by arguments used in [20, p. 5481. Since the 
second part is a consequence of the first one the proof is complete. •i 
Let us present a useful interpretation of modules in prin(K J) in terms of 
block matrices with coefficients in the field K similar to that one in [24]. For 
this purpose given a module X in mod(K J) we define the coordinate vector 
cdn(X) E NJ by the following formula (see [ 20, p. 5451 and [ 17 ] ): 
(cdn(X))(j) = 
dimK (Xj ) for j E max J, 
dimK(topX)e , for jg J\maxJ. 
(2.7) 
We consider cdn(X) as a map cdn(X) : / + N. Note that the projective 
cover P (X) of X has the form 
if X is an indecomposable object in prin (K J) or in J-spr 2 modsp (K J ), and 
X is not isomorphic to the simple projective modules e,, KJ, . . . , e,,KJ. If X 
is an indecomposable prinjective and 8 (X) # 0 then cdn X = cdn 8 (X). 
We define the Grothendieck group KO (prin(KJ)) of prin(KJ) to be the 
abelian group generated by the isomorphism classes [X] of modules X in 
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prin(KJ) subject to the set of relations [X] = [X’] + [X”] corresponding to 
all exact sequences 
(*) 0 + X’ --t X --+ X” --+ 0 
in mod(KJ ) with all terms in prin (KJ). The Grothendieck group Ka (J-spr) 
of the category J-spr is defined analogously. 
Lemma 2.2. (a) The map X H cdn(X) induces a group isomorphism 
(**) cdn : Ke(prin(KJ)) + ZJ = Zn+r, 
and the elements [elKJ-1, . . . , [e,KJ-1, [e,,KJ], . . . , [e&J] form a set of 
free generators of Ko(prin(KJ)). 
(b) The group homomorphisms j3 : Ko(prin(KJ)) + KO(KJ), [X] H [Xl, 
and 
d’ : ZJ + ZJ, v++d’=v 
C(KJ_) 0 tr 
0 E > 
are isomorphisms making the diagram 
Ka(prin(KJ)) * ZJ 
r B 1 
l- 1 
E da 
Ko(mod(KJ)) dim Z 
(2.8) 
commutative, where Ko (KJ) = Ko (mod(KJ) ) is the Grothendieck group of 
the category mod(K J), E E M, (27) is the identity matrix and dim(X) = 
(dimK xf?j ) jc J is the dimension-vector of a K J-module X. 
(c) The Grothendieck group & (J-spr) of the category J-spr is free abelian 
of rank ]J( and the set [e,KJ],..., [e&J], [e,,KJ],..., [e&J] is a Z-basis 
of Ko (J-spr). 
Proof. (a) It is clear that for any exact sequence (*) with all terms in 
prin (K J ) the equality cdn (X ) = cdn(X’ ) + cdn (X”) holds and therefore the 
homomorphism (** ) is well defined. Given a right module X in prin (K J) 
with cdn(X) = (~1,. .,sn,sp, . . . , s,, ), the projective K J-module X’ = Xe,, $ 
... @ Xe,, E (e,,KJ)QI $ s.. @ (e&J) +r is a submodule of X and X/X’ % 
(elKJ-)S~ $ ... $ (e,KJ-)Sn. It follows that the equality 
[Xl = ksj[ejKJ-] + ksp, [e&J] 
j=l i=l 
holds in Ko (prin (K J ) ) and therefore the set 
X = {[elKJ_] ,..., [e&J-], [e,,KJ] ,..., [q&J]} 
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generates the group I&, (prin (KJ) ). Since cdn [ep, K J ] = &, and 
cdn[ejKJ-] = <j, where <j is the jth standard basis vector of ZJ, the set 
X is a free basis of the group Ko (prin (K J ) ) and the map (** ) is an isomor- 
phism. 
(b) A straightforward calculation shows that d’ is an isomorphism and the 
diagram (2.8) is commutative (compare with [26, Proposition 11.82(b)]). 
Since the group homomorphism dim : Ko (mod(KJ) ) + HJ is an isomorphism 
(see [ 181)) p is an isomorphism and (b) follows. 
(c) It follows from Lemma 2.1 that any projective K J-module is isomorphic 
to a peak J-space and any X in J-spr has a finite projective resolution in J-spr. 
This implies (c). 0 
Given a vector u E NJ we consider the irreducible algebraic K-variety (in 
the Zariski topology) 
prinf J = HomKJ(P(v),Q(?J)) (2.9) 
where P(V) = $jEJ- (ejKJ)“(” and Q(v) = epEmax ,EKJ(epKJ)‘@). There 
is a natural algebraic group action 
*:G(v) xprinfJ . KJ + prm, , (2.10) 
where G(v) = AutKJ (P (v) ) x AutKJ (Q(w ) ). Note that there is a bijection 
between the isomorphism classes of modules in prin (KJ) with cdn(X) = Y 
and the G(v)-orbits in prinfJ given by attaching to the prinjective module X 
the composed K J-homomorphism 
.h = [f’(v) & P(x) 2 @J(X) L EKJ(@J (X)) g Q(U)], (2.11) 
where u and u’ are the natural embeddings and w is the natural epimorphism. 
We recall that given p E max J, the injective envelope EK J (e,K J) of e,K J 
(viewed as a K-linear representation of the poset J) is the constant diagram 
having the space K over all j 3 p and the space zero elsewhere. It follows that 
HOmKJ (e&J, EKJ CqKJ) ) 
2 K for all i 5 p, 
= 0 for J \ p”. 
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Therefore, the variety prinfJ can be identified with the variety Mat; of all 
block matrices of the form (compare with [ 26, Chapter 21) 
A= 
with coefficients in K, where Aip, = 0 if i E J \ pp, t = 1,. . . , r. Moreover, 
the group G(w ) is isomorphic to the group Gi generated by the following 
J-elementary transformations on matrices in Mat:. 
(El ) All elementary transformations on rows inside each horizontal block of 
the matrix A. 
(E2) All elementary 
jth block for all i 3 j. 
From the discussion 
transformations on columns from the ith block to the 
above we get the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.3. Let J be a finite poset with max J = {pl,. . . ,p,} and for any 
coordinate vector u E NJ denote by Gi the group 
G; = H; x Gl(v(pl),K) x ... x Gl(w(p,),K), 
where H,” is a group consisting of all matrices of the form 
h=.. . . . . . . E Gl(v(l) + ... + v(n),K), (2.13) . . . . 
1 0 0 . . . 
where h,i E Gl(v (i), K) and h,j = 0 if i and j are not comparable in J-. We 
suppose that the order in J is such that i + j implies that i < j in the natural 
order. Then there are K-variety isomorphisms prin$’ 2 Mat:, G (w ) 1 G,J such 
that the following diagram 
G(v) x prinfJ -?, prinffJ 
1 
E 
1 
cy 
GI x Mat: A Mat; 
is commutative, where a is the natural action induced by the matrix multiplica- 
tion. 0 
We shall say that the functor 8~ : prin(K J) -+ J-spr (2.6) preserves tame 
representation type if the tameness of prin (K J ) implies the tameness of J-spr. 
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The functor 8~ reflects tame representation type if the tameness of J-spr 
implies the tameness of prin(KJ). 
Proposition 2.4. If the field K is algebraically closed then the adjustment functor 
8~ : prin(K J) --t J-spr (see (2.6) ) preserves and reflects tame representation 
type. 
Proof. First we show that the categories prin(KJ) and modsp (KJ) are of 
tame representation type if and only if for any vector u E NJ there exist 
parametrising families for the full subcategories ind, (prin KJ) of prin(K J) 
and for ind, (J-spr) of J-spr, respectively, consisting of all indecomposable 
modules X with cdn (X ) = ‘u. 
For this purpose given w E NJ we set /(zll( = CjcJ u (j) and using Lemma 
2.2(b) we associate to u the vector 
where C(KJ-) is the Cartan matrix of the algebra KJ-. Note that 
CvCi, for j E J-, 
d”(j) = ij 
V(Pj) for j E max J 
(compare with [26, Proposition 11.82 (b) ] ). It follows from Lemma 2.2(b) 
that if X is a module in prin(KJ) and u = cdn (X), then dw is equal to the 
dimension-vector dim(X) of X, i.e. d”(j) = (dim X) (j) = dimK Xej for any 
j E J. 
It follows that for any vector ‘u E NJ and for any t E N the inclusions 
ind,(prinKJ) E ind,(prinKJ), and 
indt (prin KJ) s U ind, (prin KJ) 
v&5.(t) 
hold (up to isomorphism), where r = lld”Ij and L(t) = {w E NJ 1 Ild”II = t}. 
Since, according to the definition of d”, the set L(t) is finite, our claim follows 
for the category prin( K J). The proof for the category modsp (KJ) ~6 J-spr is 
analogous (see [ 26, Corollary 15.551). We only remark that if X is a module 
in mod,,(KJ) and Y = cdn(X) then IIu]I 5 ]Idim(X)I] = dimKX = (Jd”)(, 
because 21 (j) = dimK (topX)ej 5 dimK Xej for j E J \ max J, and V(P) = 
dimK Xe, for p E max J. 
Next we prove that Ahe adjustment functor 8~ preserves and reflects 
parametrising functors A4 (-) = (-) gKItl MKJ up to a suitable localization 
of K [t]. We modify the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 15.39 and 
Proposition 15.46 in [26] for one-peak posets as follows. 
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If S, = K[t]/(t - a), a E K, and Klt)M~~ is a K[t]-KJ-bimodule such 
that S, @‘K[tl A4 is in prin(KJ) for almost all a E K, then @(S, 8~~~1 M) Z 
S, &KIIl Q (M) for a bimodule 8 (M) and almost all a E K (see the proof of 
Lemma 15.39 in [26]). 
Hence, in view of the remark above and Lemma 2.1 (c), we conclude that 
the tameness of prin (KJ ) implies the tameness of J-spr. 
On the other hand, if K[~) MKJ is a K [t 1-K J-bimodule such that S, 8.~~~1 MKJ 
is a peak J-space for almost all a E K, then by arguments applied in the proof 
of Proposition 15.46 in [ 261 there exists a polynomial h E K [ t ] and a K [t ]- 
KJ-bimodule N such that the diagram 
prin(KJ) 
h$ r_ 1 @J 
indi (mod&) hM. J-spr 
is commutative, where Ah = K [t ] h is the localization of K [t ] with respect to 
the multiplicative system {h”}mE~, fmi (Ah) is the full su&ategory of mod(Ah) 
consisting of simple modules, ~NKJ = Ah @K[~I NKJ, hM = (-) 8~~ hM and 
h% = (-) @A~ hN. Hence, in view of the remark above and Lemma 2.1 (c), we 
conclude that the tameness of J-spr implies the tameness of prin(KJ) (see 
the proof of Theorem 15.58 in [26] ). This completes the proof. 0 
3. Posets of finite prinjective type 
Following Drozd [ 5 ] and de la Peiia and Simson [ 17 ] we associate to any 
poset J the rational quadratic Tits form qJ : QJ --+ Q 
4J(X) = Xx! + c Xixj - C (CXi)-U,- (3.1) 
IEJ i-Q, jE J\max J pcmax J i-q 
It follows from Proposition 2.3 that 
qJ(u) = dim G ( u ) - dim prinzJ 
for any vector u E NJ, where prinfJ is the affine K-variety (2.9), G(V) is the 
algebraic group in (2.10) and dim means the K-variety dimension. Moreover, 
it follows from [ 17, Proposition 4.41 that given a module X in prin(KJ) we 
have 
qJ(cdn(X)) = dimK HOInKJ(X,X) - dimK EX&J(X,X). (3.2) 
Hence we easily conclude that if d’ : ZJ + ZJ is the group isomorphism defined 
in Lemma 2.2 and qKJ : izJ + Z is the quadratic form qKJ(x) = xC(KJ)-“x” 
associated with the Cartan matrix C(KJ) of the algebra KJ (see [ 181) then 
4J = qKJ 0 d’. (3.3) 
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Now we are able to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that J is a finite poset and max J is the set of all maximal 
elements of J. Let K be an infinite field and let KJ be the path algebra (2.1) 
of J with coefficients in K. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) The category J-spr of peak J-spaces is offinite representation type. 
(b) The category prin(KJ) is offinite representation type. 
(c) The algebraic K-variety prin:J has finitely many G(v)-orbits with respect 
to the action (2.10) for every coordinate vector u E NJ. 
(d) The quadratic form qJ (3.1) is weakly positive, i.e. q (v ) > 0 for any 
nonzero vector v E NJ. 
(e) The poset J does not contain as a full peak subposet one of the posets 
presented in Section 5. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows immediately from the properties 
of the adjustment functor 8~ : prin (K J ) -+ J-spr presented in Lemma 2.1 (c). 
(b)+(c) We suppose that Xi, . . . ,X, is a complete set of indecomposable 
modules in prin (K J ) up to isomorphism. Then every module X in prin (K J ) 
with v = cdn(X) has a decomposition 
t1,. . . , ta >_ 0, and the following equality holds, 
~~v~~ = Ilcdn(X)Il = ~tjllcdn(.Xi)li. 
i=l 
where for w E NJ we set llw]] = CjCJw(j). If t(X) = (tl,...,ta) then the 
unique decomposition property in the category prin(KJ) and the observations 
made above yield 
t(x) = t(Y) ++ Xr Y ti G(v)*fx =G(v)*fy 
and therefore (c) follows. 
(c)+ (d) It follows from (c) that the affine variety prinf” (in the Zariski 
topology) is a union of finitely many G (v )-orbits c?i , . . . , 0, and therefore 
is the closure of 0, for some t, because the variety prin:J is irreducible. Since 
the multiplicative group K* = K \ (0) of K viewed as a subgroup of G (v ) 
acts trivially on prinfJ then in view of [ 17, Proposition 4.21, the proof of 
Theorem 10.1 in [26] and the matrix interpretation of the variety prinfJ and 
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the algebraic group G(v ) presented in Proposition 2.3 we get the following 
formula, 
Cu(j)2 + C v(i)v(j) 
jEJ i+j, j$max J 
= dimG(V) > dimprinf’ = 1 (xv(t))v(p), 
pEmaxJ t-9 
where dim is the variety dimension. Hence we easily conclude that qJ (z) > 0 
for all nonzero vectors z in NJ and (d) follows. 
In order to prove that (d) implies (e) it is sufficient to show that for every 
critical poset form L listed in (e) there is a nonzero vector ZIL in NL such that 
qL(uL) = 0. 
If L is one of the forms Pi,n, P,,,, Pi ,,, P&, Ps,,, Pi,,, P;‘,, in Section 5 we 
take for VL the vectors 
Pl,, = 
&?I = 
/C3,n = 
a;,, = 
1 1 . , . 
[ 1 . . . 1 ’ 
II 1 112...2 11 2 . . . 2 ’ 
i 122...211 1 ... 2 1 , 
1 1 222...2 ... 211 2  . 
2 2...2 2 
P2,n = [ 1 12 . . . 2 1 1  ’
pin = [ 1f2:...2 . ..22 11 2 1 9 
If L is one of the one-peak forms in Section 5 we take for ?JL the vec- 
tors p4 = (1, 1, 1, 1;2), ,u5 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1;3), &j = (2, 1,1, 1, 1, l, li4), 
p, = (2+1+-1+2,1,1,1,1; 5), ps = (3,2-2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1; 6)) respectively. In 
remaining cases we take for UL the vectors p9,. . . ,pI 1o with coordinates indi- 
cated in vertices of the posets Pg.. . , PILO of Section 5. 
(e)+(a) Since J does not contain as a full peak subposet the posets of type 
Pl,n, n 2 2, we can by applying the arguments of Bongartz used in the proof 
of [ 3, Lemma 2.11 show that every point in J is separating (see [ 31). Hence 
in view of [ 3, Theorem 2.5 ] and [ 17 ] we easily conclude that the Auslander- 
Reiten quiver r (prin (KJ) ) of prin (KJ ) has a preprojective component and 
that the assumptions required in the main theorem of Weichert [ 30,3 1 ] are 
satisfied. Since (e) implies that the poset J does not contain as a full peak 
subposet the critical forms of Weichert [ 301, (a) follows from the main result 
in [30]. 
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Let us give an alternative proof of the equivalences (a) ti (d) H (e ) . For this 
purpose we note first that if one of the conditions (a), (d), (e) is satisfied 
then J does not contain as a full peak subposet a poset of type Pt,,, because 
qp,,n (pi,,) = 0 and obviously the category P~,~-spr is not of finite representa- 
tion type. It follows by the arguments given above that each of the conditions 
(a), (d), (e) implies that r (prin K J) has a preprojective component. Then 
the equivalence (a)@ (d) is a consequence of [ 17, Proposition 4.131 (see also 
[26, Sections 10.5 and 11.131). 
Since the implication (d)+-(e) was proved above it remains to show that 
(e) implies (d). In order to prove this we note that if L is a poset of one of 
the types Pr,..., Pi,*, then the Tits form qL is not weakly positive and qt is 
weakly positive for any proper subposet I of L. This means that the quadratic 
unit form qL is critical in the sense of v. Hohne [ 81 (see also [ 161). Moreover, 
a case by case inspection of the critical unit forms described in [8] shows that 
if q = qr is the Tits form of a poset T and q is critical, then T is of one of 
the types PI,..., PI,,. Then the implication (e)+(d) is a consequence of the 
main result in [ 8 1. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 0 
I would like to thank Dr. H.J. v. Hohne for useful remarks and for checking 
that the quadratic forms of posets Pr, . . . , PI 1o coincide with the critical unit 
forms of type qL, where L is a poset. 
Corollary 3.2. If J is a poset and the equivalent conditions (a)-(e) in Theorem 
3.1 are satisfied then the following statements hold: 
(i) Every point in J is separating [3], the Auslander-Reiten translation 
quivers r (prin (KJ) ) and r (J-spr) of the categories prin (K J) and J-spr 
respectively coincide with their preprojective components. The translation quiver 
r (J-spr) is obtained from r (prin (K J ) ) by deleting the points [ejK J- ] with 
jE J- = J\maxJ. 
(ii) The map X H cdn(X) establishes a bijection between the isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable modules in prin (K J) and the positive roots of the 
quadratic form q.r, i.e. vectors v in NJ satisfying qJ(v) = 1. 
(iii) If X is an indecomposable object in prin(KJ) or in J-spr, then 
End(X) 2 K, Ext&, (X,X) = 0 and (cdnX) (j) 5 6 for all j E J. 
Proof. It was observed in the proof above that every point in J is separating. It 
then follows from [ 31 that r (mod K J ) has a preprojective component, and by 
repeating the arguments given in [ 3 ] we prove that r (prin K J ) and r (J-spr) 
have also a preprojective component. Then the final part of (i) follows from 
the construction of the quiver r(prin(KJ)) given in [ 17, Theorem 3.41. A 
detailed proof of this fact was done in [26, Section 11.121 for one-peak posets 
J, and the proof extends almost verbatim to arbitrary posets. The statements 
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(ii) and (iii) follow from (i) in a standard way (see [ 181 and [26, Theorem 
11.941). 0 
Remark 3.3. (a) A characterisation of posets of tame prinjective type (see 
[ 17 ] ) remains an open problem. A partial solution of the problem for two-peak 
posets is given in [9] and [lo]. 
(b) It would be interesting to find a list of all sincere posets J of finite 
prinjective type, i.e. posets J having an indecomposable J-space M such that 
(cdnM) (j) # 0 for all j in J. It seems to us that for any m 1 1 the number 
of sincere m-peak posets J of finite prinjective type is finite. 
(c) If L is one of the posets Pi,,, PQ, Pi,,, P&, Ps,,,, Pi,,, P;‘,,, Pa.. ., Pllo 
of Section 5 then gl.dim KL 5 2. 
(d) It seems to us that the results of [4] can be extended from the one-peak 
poset case to arbitrary posets studied in the present paper. 
(e) It would be interesting to find a functorial connection between some 
categories of abelian groups and categories of peak J-spaces (see [ 1 ] ). 
4. Stratification subproducts of tiled (0, l)-orders 
In this section we suppose that D is a complete discrete valuation domain 
with a maximal ideal p such that D/p = K. The suborder 
A = . . -. . G M,(D) (4.1) . . . . 
of Ml, (D) is said to be a tiled (0,l )-order if Dij is either D or n, and Dij = p 
for all i > j (see [32]). 
Following [32] we associate to any tiled (O,l)-order A the poset 
Z(A) = {l,..., n}, id j H Dij = D. 
Suppose that Ai C M,, (D), . . . , At & k&, (D) are tiled (0,l )-orders and con- 
sider the set 
z = Z(Al) U...UZ(A,) 
as a poset with a disjoint union order. Suppose that p is a stratification of the 
poset I, i.e. p is a binary equivalence relation on the set 
AZ={(i,j)]i5jinZ} 
satisfying the following condition (see [ 141, [23] and [26, Section 17.81): 
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If (i, j)p (p, q), then there exists a poset isomorphism (T : [i, j] + [p, q] such 
that for any s E [i, j] the relations (i,s)p(p,a(s)) and (s,j)p(o(s),q) hold, 
where [p, q] = {h E I 1 p 3 h 5 q} is the interval in I. 
Suppose that Ai 5 M,,(D), . . . . At C M,, (D) are tiled (0, 1 )-orders and let 
I(Al),..., I(&) be the associated posets. Suppose that p is a stratification on 
the poset Z = I(Al)U... uZ(Al) with the disjoint union order. A p-subproduct 
of tiled (0,l )-orders Al, . . . , Al is the suborder 
= {(a(‘),...,a(‘)) 1 a$:, -a:;,;, E p if (i, j)p(p,q), 
of the hereditary order B = M,, (D) x . . . x M,, (D), where a(‘$ is the (i, j)- 
coefficient of the matrix aCh) E Ah G iLQnh (II). 
A straightforward calculation shows that A, is a D-suborder of B. Every 
such an order will be called a stratification subproduct of tiled (0, 1 )-orders. 
Note that for t = 1 the order A,, = (A, ) P is a suborder of Al C M,, (D). 
A simple example of a stratification of I is the relation p defined by a fixed 
disjoint union decomposition I = Xi u . . . U X, by setting 
(i,j)p(P,q) * there exists k such that i and p 
belong to some X, and i = j, p = q. 
For example, if t = 1, nl = 2, I(Al) = (1 --t 2) and u = 1, then (l,l)p(2,2) 
and A, has the form 
If II is a D-order we denote by latt(ll) the category of right A-lattices, i.e. 
finitely generated right /i-modules which are free as D-modules. We say that 
n is of Jinite lattice type if latt((l) has a finite number of isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable modules. 
We are going to show that the study of lattices over any stratification 
subproduct order A, can be reduced to the study of socle projective modules 
over an associated right socle projective algebra KI^, (compare with [ 151). 
For this purpose we associate to A,, the disjoint union t-peak poset 
I^ = I(A1)‘ql) u . . . u I(At)(q’), 
where Z (A, ) (91) = I (Ai) U {qi} is an enlargement of the poset I(Ai ) by a 
unique maximal element qi, with u -X qi for all u E I (Ai). If we extend the 
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relation p from AZ to AT by setting (i, qr ) p (j, 8 ) iff Y = s and i = j, then we 
get a stratified t-peak poset 
13, = rp(Al, . ..) A,) = (Ep). (4.2) 
According to [23,28] the incidence algebra 
K&, = {u = [uij] E KI^[ uij = up4 if (i,j)p(p,q)} (4.3) 
of &, is a right socle projective subalgebra of KI? Here we view KI^, as a K- 
algebra of all TX ?-matrices [aij ] with Uij = 0 for i $ j in I? The right socle of 
K& is a direct sum of the simple projective right ideals P4, = e4, KI^,, . . . , Pe = 
e,,K&. 
Now we are able to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A, be a p-subproduct of tiled (0, 1 )-orders Al,. . . , At and let 
K&, be the right socle projective algebra (4.3) associated to A,,. Then there 
exists a representation equivalence 
IF: latt(A,) + mod,,(K&,)/[P,,...,P,]. 
Proof. First we note that the order A, is a D-suborder of the hereditary order 
B = M,, (II) x . . .xMjnt (D) and the two-sided ideal IC = t&, (p) x. .. xM~, (p) E 
rad(A,) is a B-ideal. It is not difficult to check that the ring 
is a finite-dimensional t-peak K-algebra which is Morita equivalent to the 
incidence algebra Kfp. Then according to [7,19] the composed functor 
latt(A)z mod,,(R) % modsp (K13,) 
with [F’(X) = (X/Xn, XB/Xn, u), induces the required representation equiv- 
alence [F. Here XB is the B-submodule of X @D DO generated by X, DO is the 
field of fractions of D and u : X/Xlr + XB/Xn is the A/n-monomorphism 
induced by the natural monomorphism X c+ XB (see [ 7,19 ] ) . We view [F’ (X ) 
as a right R-module in a natural way. 0 
Some examples illustrating Theorem 4.1 and its application can be found in 
[28, Section 61. 
Now we suppose that Al, . . . , At are tiled (0,l )-orders and that for any pair 
(i, j ), i # j, there are chosen intervally closed full subposets Zij G I (Ai ) and 
Zji c Z (Aj) connected by a poset isomorphism rij : Iij 4 Iii. Moreover, we 
assume that if x + y holds in Z (Ai) and y E Zij then x E Iij. We denote by 
J the t-peak poset obtained from the disjoint union Z (Al )41 U . . . u I (A,)@ by 
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making the identification of the elements in Zij and in Zji along rij for all 
i,j = l,..., t, if j. 
Let us consider the following D-order 
/I = {(a(‘),...,@) EAT x ... x At 1 
a$ - a,(j) E p for all S, r E Zij, i, j 5 t}. (4.4) 
Theorem 4.2. Zf A is the D-order (4.4) then under the notations and assumptions 
above there is a representation equivalence 
T : latt(A) + J-spr/[e,,KJ,. . . ,e,,KJ]. (4.5) 
The order A is of finite lattice type if and only if each of the posets Zil is a 
chain and the poset J does not contain as a full peak subposet the critical forms 
PI,..., PIlo listed in Theorem 3.1 (e) and in Section 5. 
Proof. The subposets Zij induce a stratification p on the poset Z = I( Al ) U. . . U 
Z (A,) defined by formula (x, y )p (u, ‘u ) holds if and only if either (x, y ) = 
(u, v) or there exist elements i # j such that x 5 y holds in Zij, u 5 u holds 
in Zji and T(X) = U, T(Y) = ‘u. 
It is easy to see that p is a stratification on Z and there is a ring isomorphism 
A, 2 A. Moreover, by applying [23, Lemma 2.11 and [28, Corollary 2.91 we 
show that there is a K-algebra isomorphism KZ, g KJ. Then the theorem is 
a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 3.1. 0 
Let us illustrate Theorem 4.2 in case t = 3 by the following example: 
Example 4.3. Consider the following D-suborders 
of M113 (D) and MA (D), respectively. Denote by A the suborder of Al x A2 x A3 
consisting of all triples (a, b, c) of matrices a, b, c satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) aij E bij for all 1 5 i 5 j 5 2, 
(ii) bll E ~11, b13 z ~12, b14 E ~13, b33 f ~22, b44 3 ~33, b34 E ~23, 
where x z y means x - y E p. 
Note that A is a D-suborder of the hereditary order 
B = M3(D) x M,(D) x M,(D) 
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and the two-sided ideal II = M3 (p) x Md (p) x M3 (p) of B is a A-ideal contained 
in rad(/i). Applying [ 7,191 it is easy to see that the ring 
is a finite-dimensional three-peak K-algebra which is Morita equivalent to the 
incidence algebra KJ of the following three-peak poset J: 
l --$ Pl 
t 
; 
- P2 
t 
. -+.+ . + P3 
It follows that there is a representation equivalence (4.5 ). Since J does not 
contain critical posets listed in Theorem 3.1 (e), J is of finite prinjective type 
and therefore the category latt(A) is of finite representation type and has 97 
indecomposable modules. 
5. Minimal posets ‘PI, . . . ,7+0 of infinite prinjective type 
In the following sections the numbers marked in the diagram Pj are the 
coordinates of a vector ,+, I E Npj which generates the infinite cyclic abelian 
group (see [16]) 
Ker qp, = {x E ZpJ ) qp, (x) = 0) = &up,. 
The group Kerqp, is called the kernel of the quadratic form qp, : Zpj + Z 
(compare with [26, 15.741). 
5.1. The infinite series Pr,,, Pz,,,+L Pi,n+,, Pi,, Ps,,, P& P&+i, n20 
Pl,n : &&F-+~ (n + 2 star vertices) 
1 1 1 1 1 
P2,n+l : A A . . . 
* * * * * 
A*+ 
* 
1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 
n+l 
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P’ 2,n+l : 
P;‘,, : 
p3,n : 
%,tl : 
P;‘,, : 
*/11 
1 1 ; 
n 
n 
l 1 
L 
it, 
* 
T 1 
1 1 
. . 
We complete the series Pz,~+ 1 for n = -1 by the following four-peak poset 
(see also the “Note added in proof”): 
1 
* 
1 
p2,o : 1*+ 02 -+*1 
1 
* 
1 
5.2. One-peak enlargements Pd-Pg of KleinerS posets 
i’ i’ i’ 
Pa = ny : P, = Ic; : ‘t iS l ’ 
T 
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i’ i’ 
P, = Kc; : 2. 
P, = K; : 
5.3. Two-peak posets Pg-P3, 
l 1 
1 
l 1 
2 1 
l 1 
1 321 A 2 i' 
i/\iJ" T Y\i/’ 
2* 4’ 13 4' 14 
I2 
1. 1 4 hi 
'i/'&Y 
3* 5’ 17 
'i 'i 
'i 'i \ 
'iA/' 
4* 3’ 21 
A 2 
* I* 1* . 
’ 1;’ 2P? 
\1 J’ 
5' 22 
P, = K; : 
l 1 
1 
: ’ 
1 
'i i' 
'iA' 
T 2’ 15 
1. 
14 2 
'i/i 3 i 
3 hi/; 
6' 16 
1. l 1 
1 1 
‘1 3~1 2 'i J i’ 2 
'iAi>' 'i&J)' 
z 4’ 19 T s’ 20 
1* l 1 1. 
1 1 1 2 
'i I/i1 'i53 i 
'i/G& 
4* 6’ 24 
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‘i 2/j1 
"GA 3 
5* 2' 29 
5.4. Posets P32, . . 
: 2* 
32 
2 'i 
$i\ 
1 T T 44 
A' 
T I: 
L 3 i' 
%Y2 
6’ 26 
1* 
1 
1. 
1 
1. 
1 
'i 3 4 
"GA 
6* 2’ 30 
1. I 
1~ i' 
'i i' 
'i/i' 
T 3’ 27 
,Pl10 with 3 5 ImaxPjI i 5 
'i\ 
2 'i T 
q\ 
* 45 
1 2 
li 2 
'K 
3” 4’ 
2 f 2 
iSA 
* * 34 
1 T 1 
'i 'i T 
'iii 
s 2* 
42 
46 
31 
1 
2 27; 
iii/i 
I T T 35 
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l’\l 
1 i 1 
‘$j\i 
* 49 
1 2 
f 4 i 
'i&i' 
T 2* T 5o 
i4 2 
'i+*A 
t 
3 3 T 51 
? 5 
*A, f”’ 2 
1 i/3\y 
53 
4 
01 
1 
1 3 l/i1 
i/LA' 
2* 4* 2 * 59 
1 3 I-ii 2 4 .IA_ 
T 4* 
* 57 
+V' 
3 1 T T 
58 
l 1 
2 1 
. *I 
l\’ 1 Jl’ 
* . . 82 
1 
J1 5 3 1 
*1* . . . 
1 lJUJ2 1 3 l\lJ2 
4* z 61 6” 62 
1; 
15 3 4 
'i/VA 
4* 6* 2 * 64 
1* 1 43i 2 
'i/li\i 
3* T 4 * 66 
1* 
? 
A' i' 
T i' i' 
it/i' 
T T 71 
/l 
T i' i' 2 
iSiS' 
T 4* 
69 
l 3 
2 4 12 
ihiti 
* 68 
1 T T 4 
62 
1 
l 2 
2 41 
AA/i' 
** * 
13 5 f I5 
1 . ? 
1 4 1\ 
'i/i/i' T 
T T T 
14 
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1. 
1 
'i/i" 
3* 01 
1 2 
'j\i 
* 79 
4 
l 1 
14 
'i/i' 
2* ;1 
il 
'i\ 
T 
Y2 
l* 
14 
E2 
'i+i' 
3* 
* 17 
3 
2 4 2Z 
i~i~i/i’ 
* 
1 
T T * 81 
2 
2 T i’/i 2 
i 4* ‘i\i 
* 88 * 89 
4 : 4 
1* 
1 
1. 
l* 1 4 2/j1 
’ hi J i’ 
i/i 2(i 
2* 
T T 2 * 82 :\pj38, 5 2 
1* 
1 
1. 
Ii 6 2 
‘i/b4 
T 
* 92 
T 4 
T i'6 2 
'L&i 
T 
* 93 
T 4 
14*, 
1 
*I 
1 
2 i' 
i/f 
4* 
91 
1 3 1 
iA i' 
6 2 
1. 
L : 1* 
1 2/l 
‘i+i’ 
* 100 
3 2 
vi’ 
1 I, r: 
p/l 
3 t lo8 
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*d 
1 i’Ji/i’ 
4* 
* 101 
f 2 
101 
1. 
1 2 
‘i l/i\ 
yi2 7 
103 
2 
Note added in proof. In order to avoid a misunderstanding of the infinite series 
pl,,,p2,n+ltP;,~+I,p~,+l, ~3,nJ5,JY,n+1 in Section 5.1 for n = 0 and n = 1 
we present then- explicit forms. 
P2,l : 
Pi,1 : 
P;',o: 
p3,o : 
%,I : 
1 1 1 1 . . 2 . . 
%.2 : qJi\*Ai J! 
2 2 2 
\y \y 
2 2 
*&! 
1 1 2 
‘i 2 
AA 
* 
1 ; ;’ ;’ 
‘i i’ 
&i ’ 
* 
1 2 1 
P$ : 
pi,0 :
%,2 : 
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